The Central Nebraska

ADVANTAGE

Location

Nebraska is located in the heart of the United States and North American continent. Virtually equidistant to the coasts and the borders of
Canada and Mexico, Nebraska is strategically located for companies that serve regional, national, and international markets. For companies
planning to consolidate multiple operations for the North American market, Nebraska is an ideal location. A central location means minimized
delivery times and costs. A central time zone is also an advantage for doing business nationally.

Workforce

Available, quality labor at a reasonable price. Our highly educated people are known for their strong work ethic. Nebraskas industries say
this is their key to productivity and profitability.

Transportation

Interstate 80, running east-west, and federal north-south highways allow rapid access, for products and people, to major markets in all
directions. Several railroad companies operate across Nebraska, and a quality air transportation network affords direct, convenient access.

Telecommunications

Nebraska is a leader in telecommunications and is home to one of the strongest telecommunications infrastructures in the nation. A critical
mass of skilled labor is available to serve information intensive companies.

Exceptional Education System

The student-to-teacher ratio in Nebraska is one of the nations lowest. The rate of high school graduation is one of the best in the United
States, and a greater proportion of Nebraskas high school students take and score higher on college aptitude tests such as ACT and SAT
than the national average.

Tax Incentives

Nebraska has a progressive, pro-business tax climate. Companies who invest in the state and hire Nebraskans are rewarded with reduced
or virtually eliminated corporate income and sales taxes for up to 15 years.

Public Power

Nebraska is the only state with 100% public power. Public ownership of generation, transmission, and distribution system provides customers
with some of the lowest electric rates in the nation, plus excellent reliability, excess supply, and a history of meeting the needs of new and
expanding businesses.

Low Cost of Living

An overall cost of living that ranks below the national average in all major categories, including food, housing, utilities, transportation, and
health care.

Cooperative Government

A great fit between public and private sectors. State government consistently supports economic development, helping companies begin
operations in a timely manner. We have a pro-business tax climate and a constitutional provision that requires a balanced budget and prohibits
deficit spending.

Job Training Programs

The Nebraska Department of Economic Development and Department of Labor provide training benefits to qualified employers.

Quality of Life

Good schools, clean air, abundant water, low costs of living, and low crime rates make Nebraska a better place to live, work, and play.

Available Buildings

Throughout Nebraska youll find available buildings that offer flexible terms and low lease or purchase rates. The money youll save on
real estate can be substantial.
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Region 1 Assessment Highlights

Region 2 Assessment Highlights

Region 3 Assessment Highlights

Hidden labor supply of 18,275 residents

Hidden labor supply of 38,350 residents

Hidden labor supply of 5,300 residents

Highly educated labor force that is easily obtainable

37% of currently employed labor force considered to be
underemployed

34% of currently employed labor force considered to be
underemployed

41% of labor force has 12-15 years of education compared
to 33% nationally

44% of labor force has 12-15 years of education compared
to 33% nationally

Overall cost of labor to employers is 68% of U.S. average

Overall cost of labor to employers is 68% of U.S. average

Average median age of labor force is 35

Area has a higher percentage of employers in agricultural
production, transportation, manufacturing, and precision
production.

38% of currently employed labor force considered to be
underemployed
Overall cost of labor to employers is 61% of U.S. average
Area has a higher percentage of employers in food processing,
precision production, transportation, and agricultural production.

Area has a higher percentage of employers in agricultural
production, manufacturing, and software programming.

